Rabbit Care List

1.

Where Will My Bunny Live?
a. Inside or Outside?
i. Inside: Playpen/Kennel/Cage
ii. Outside: Hutch/Fenced Area
b. Climate
i. If indoor it is easier to make sure bunny is comfortable
ii. If outdoor, you will need to ensure bunny is shielded from all weather
(Heat/Cold/Wind/Rain/ETC.)
c. Litter Box
i. Cat Size Open Top For Bunnies (Flemish Will Need Something Larger As They
Grow)
ii. Pine Shavings (Never CEDAR!)
iii. Place a Hay Rack Over The Litter Box In A Corner Of Their Pen For Easier Training
iv. Check litter box daily to ensure proper digestion
d. Toys
i. Baby Toys
ii. Natural Wood Toys
iii. Tunnels
iv. Nothing they can tear up where they may choke on the pieces
v. Hiding Houses
e. Food and Water
i. 16%-18% Protein Pellets (We use Alfalfa Based Pellets)
ii. We use Petrus Elite 50/50 Rabbit Pellets
iii. Mix in Sunflower Seeds and Oats
iv. We Free Feed Pellets and Timothy Hay
v. Access to Water at all Times! Make Sure Water Bottle is working properly daily or
use a bowl
vi. Fruits and Vegetables
1. Only introduce at or after 4-6 months old
2. Fruit once a week as they are high in sugar
3. Dark Leafy Greens For Veggies
4. Watch for Diarrhea and Dehydration if over fed fruits and veggies this can
happen

2. Daily Care
a. Nails
i. Check nails when playing with bunny
ii. Nail trimming is not hard if you start early
iii. Use Dog/Cat nail trimmers or toe nail clippers
iv. If they get overgrown this can cause feet and toe issues
b. Grooming
i. Brush daily/ Weekly
1. When you first get your bunny, brushing daily will help with the bonding
process
2. When brushing always check over your bunny
3. Check ears and teeth make sure they are clean
4. Check feet and tail
c. Play time and Bonding
i. Spend time bonding with your bunny
ii. Pet and talk to your bunny
3. Other Great Information
a. Comfrey
i. We feed Comfrey Leaves Once a Week to each bunny
ii. Comfrey can be grown and fed fresh or bought dry and fed
iii. We grow our own and the bunnies enjoy it fresh
iv. It is great for digestion and many other things
v. Spend sometime researching Comfrey and its Benefits
vi. We have been using Comfrey for over 6 years and have not Had Problems with GI
Statis which is Quite Common in Pet Rabbits
b. Annual Shots
i. Vaccinations are not required for rabbits in the State of Texas
ii. Please research what is best for your family and you new rabbit
iii. All our bunnies are indoors and we use natural herbs to prevent disease as well as
being closed to the public where diseases may be brought in
c. Deworming
i. Though our bunnies are housed inside we deworm 2 times a year naturally
ii. We like for them to have play time in the yard and worms, as well as other pests can
be picked up. It is best to air on the side of caution
iii. Decide what is best for deworming you bunny. They sell pastes and liquids or you
can feel free to ask what we use on our rabbits!
***If You Have Additional Questions Please Do Not Hesitate To Ask As Things Come Up! These are just some
of the basics/ a guide and there is more information out there if you research or have questions. I always go
over care for bunnies at the time of pick up and will refer you to our care list to print for easy access. All

bunnies come with transitional feed and hay when they are going to a new home because they have sensitive
digestion. Please feed them what they are used to for 48 hours then start mixing in what you will be feeding
the bunny. Do not feed a bunch of carrots and ice burg lettuce! It is not good for their digestion. This includes
having them on grass for more then an hour when they are not used to eating it daily it can disrupt their
digestion and cause diarrhea, dehydration and possible death.

Please Read the Sales Policy Below:
Please Read The Sales Policy Before Purchases.
All bunnies are priced according to breed, possible color, gender and quality. Rabbits that are wait listed will
be sold in order of the list. Any available bunnies will be sold on a first come, first served basis. We are always
adding families to the wait list and if you have questions or you would like to be added please let us know!
At 4-5 weeks of age we will send pictures of each bunny available in order of the wait list. It will include
possible color, gender and price. At that time a deposit of 50% of the total amount will be due via Venmo or
Facebook Pay within 24 hours of us contacting you. Remaining balance will be due upon pick up. Deposits are
Non-Refundable. We will only hold a maximum of 2 weeks. We do not deliver, sometimes we will meet at a
convenient location, we have a lot of families that travel from out of state, sometimes 2 day drives or flights, so
please make arrangements accordingly. The Buyer is responsible for inspection of the bunny at the time of
pick up. The sale is finalized once the bunny has been paid for in full and/or has been picked up by the buyer.
We Guarantee the Rabbit is Healthy at the time of pick up/purchase. Furthermore, we can not control what
happens once the bunny has left our care, including but not limited to, disease, death, abuse, neglect,
temperatures, improper housing, malnourishment, improper feeding which causes sickness and death. The
Buyer is responsible for the rabbits care and well being after pick up. We can not guarantee how a rabbit will
place at show. We will give you a description of the rabbit to our best knowledge and experience.
We DO NOT offer refunds on rabbits and can not take a bunny back for the health and safety of our Rabbitry.
We have the right to refuse any potential family that is considering a purchase of one of our bunnies for any
given reason. Please respect our bunnies and our prices. We spend everyday with our bunnies and they are
well cared for.
These policies include any animal purchase made at Red Sea Ranch and Rabbitry.
Purchasing from us means you have read and agreed to this Sales Policy.

